
 

ENTRY INTO MENU SYSTEM   90   EXIT FROM MENU SYSTEM 

(Push button for 3 Seconds) 91 12/24 hour mode select 

    92 RGB LED Speed Control  

    93 Leading Zero Blank Mode '03'   '_3'  or  '3_' 

    94 Number of Seconds to display the Hours 

    95 Number of Seconds to display the Minutes 

    96 Number of Seconds to display the Seconds 

    97 Number of seconds to blank the display 

    98 Time Setting Mode HH(red)-MM(yellow)-SS(green) 

    99 Clock Speed fine adjust 50=normal,0=fastest,99=slowest 
 
To customize the colour palette, once in menu 92 and the current speed of the Led cycling is 
displayed, hold down the input button for at least 2 seconds and release the button. As the input 
wheel is turned each colour is displayed in turn together with its corresponding colour number 
(with the exception of '7' and '8' which show white). Press the button as each colour is displayed 
to remove it from the palette. Press the button again to include it back into the palette. 
 
0 ENTRY/EXIT into the colour setup menu 
1 RED 
2 GREEN 
3 YELLOW 
4 BLUE 
5 MAGENTA 
6 CYAN 
7 ORANGE / PINK 
8 ORANGE 
 

Setting the Time 
To set the time, enter menu 98. The first pair of digits to be set is the Hours, Note that these are 
only set in the 24hour mode. Turn the input wheel to select the right hours and press the button to 
confirm. The next digit pair is the minutes, use the wheel to set them as for the hours and press 
the button when they are correct. The last digit pair is the current seconds, which will be 
incrementing. If they are correct and you do not wish to reset them (say to synchronize your 
clock) just press the button to return to the main menu options. Otherwise, turn the wheel at the 
appropriate time to reset the seconds to zero. 
 

To Blank the Tubes or the Leds turn the input wheel 
Turn the wheel clockwise (viewed from the front) to alternately switch on and off the tubes, 
anticlockwise to turn off and on the Leds. 
 
    


